
!!

Bright !
Young Fresh!!
Service users will partake in a workshop to create the art work in the frames on 
the wall, this is where the colour will be brought in to the room.!!
The walls are painted in a pale violet which is a calm, cool colour keeping the 
colour light should increase the feeling of space. Brightly coloured furniture will 
bring the waiting room life. !!
A small seated area for children will be made in the nook just inside the door and 
will be lined with the same paper made during the workshop. !!!



!

Calm !
Relaxing !!
The colour Green naturally soothes the human mind.!!
This shade of green is thought to be highly suitable for all interior areas where a 
calm and tranquil atmosphere is desired, for example: waiting rooms and 
corridors in hospitals, railway stations and theatre 'green rooms’.!!
With the idea of calm natural environments in mind, the wall will be embellished 
with a hand painted white tree. The tree will be used to display pictures of all of 
the staff at the unit. Further picture frames will be provided for notices and 
posters, they could also be used for service users art work.!!
A small seated area for children will be made in the nook just inside the door. 



!

Warm !
welcoming !!
Orange is embracing and inviting. Like red, it has strength and offers stimulation 
but with more of a care free spirit. Its uplifting and warm tones create a playful 
palette. Orange combines the passion and energy of red with the joy and 
happiness of yellow.!!
For this theme we will use a warm, golden colour that is comforting. Service 
users and staff will be asked to write down some key words that come to mind 
when they think of CHAMS, these words will be used to create a word cloud on 
the wall.!!
A small seated area for children will be made in the nook just inside the door. 



The Cubby-hole!!
A place to: play, hide, draw, and generally have fun whilst you 
wait.!!
The Cubby-hole floor will be covered with road carpet ideal for 
play with cars and other toys !!
One wall will be painted with chalk board paint which should 
provide hours of creative fun for little ones. !!
The extent of the items added to the cubby hole will depend on 
the theme chosen due to varying budgets !
 



!
Feedback from Workshop !!!
• Paint the walls and / or doors with bright (not too vibrant) colour!!
• Softer lighting, possibly a dimmer switch!!
• Bubble/lava lamp, fairy lights!!
• Calming music or radio!!
• Introduce textures in furnishings or in artwork!!
• Try to achieve a homely ambience to help people relax!!
• Consider a separate area for teenagers, possibly cafestyle seating in the entry hall!!
• Put all the information posters in one place/on one wall possibly in a folder rather than on the walls as some 

of the issues might be troubling and replace with artwork!!
• Keep some toys for play, craft materials!!
• Furniture, keep mix of soft chairs rather than benches as service users often want to keep their own space, 

add soft cushions/beanbags but bright fabric colours/designs!!!



CHAMS WAITING ROOM PROPOSAL !!!
Attached are the 3 final themes for you to choose for for the CHAMS waiting room the attached images only 
show one wall of the waiting room - this is the feature wall. I am proposing that the other wall is used to 
display, the staff photos which I understand must stay and also any important information / leaflets (hopefully 
limited)  !!
I have also attached a quote for each theme, so you can compare the difference. I have put the quote for the 
cubby hole (Play cupboard) separate, you can pick and choose what you’d like to include from the cubby hole 
quote.!!
I have managed to in-list some willing volunteers to help with the decorating process so I am able to keep the 
labour costs down.!!
I welcome any feed back and am happy to come and meet with you to discuss my ideas if they require further 
clarification. !!
 !!


